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in a vendor-independent fashion. The project 
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Main Objectives 
Nowadays, while most of the programmable network 
apparatus vendors support OpenFlow, a number of 
fragmented control plane solutions exist for proprietary 
Software-Defined Networks (SDN). Thus, network 
applications developers need to re-code their solutions every 
time they encounter a network infrastructure based on a 
different controller. Moreover, 
different network developers adopt 
different solutions as high-level 
control plane programming language 
(e.g. Frenetic, Procera, Maple,!), 
which leads to network programs that 
are neither reusable nor shareable. 
So despite having OpenFlow as the 
candidate for a standard interface 
between the controller and the 
network infrastructure, interworking 
between different controllers and 
network devices is hindered and 
walled gardens are emerging. NetIDE will deliver a single 
Integrated Development Environment to support the whole 
development lifecycle of network controller programs in a 
vendor-independent fashion. 
The project is industry-driven thanks to the involvement of 
key European players and market leaders such as TID, Intel, 
Thales, Fujitsu and the contribution from CZ.NIC, an high-
tech SME. NetIDE will constitute a relevant enabling 
technology for both equipment vendors and service 
providers, providing the possibility of much shorter 
development cycles, supporting flexible deployments on 
multi-vendor infrastructures and agile testing. Simplifying the 
Network Apps development process and ensuring their 
portability are expected to create commercial potential for 
European telcos and network solution providers. NetIDE 
major components will be released according to an open-
source license with the aim of promoting the establishment 
of an open SDN model based on an Open Community of 
developers. 
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Abstract:
The NetIDE project proposes an architecture that allows different representations of a network
controller application to be used to program the network, and different controllers to execute
them by using a common language, the NetIDE Intermediate Representation Format (IRF).
This deliverable reports on the dissemination activities conducted during the first year of the
project. It provides the initial plans for the Open Source release of the NetIDE results and also
includes a draft of the individual partners exploitation plans. It also provides updates to the
initial market analysis performed in D6.1 and the dissemination activities reported in D6.2
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List of Acronyms

BYOD Bring your own device

CapEx Capital Expenditure

CPE Customer Premises Equipment

DoW Description of Work

ETSI European Telecommunications Standards Institute

GBP Group Based Policy

IaaS Infrastructure-as-a-Service

IRF Intermediate Representation Format

ITaaS IT-as-a-Service

NaaS Network-as-a-Service

NEMO Network Modelling

NetIDE NetIDE

NFV Network Function Virtualization

NIC Network Interface Card

ODL OpenDaylight

ONF Open Networking Foundation

OpEx Operation Expenditure

PaaS Platform-as-a-Service

PoC Proof-of-Concept

QoS Quality of Service

ROI Return on Investment

SaaS Software-as-a-Service

SDDC Software-Defined Data Center

SDN Software Defined Networking

SLA Service Level Agreement

SoC System on a Chip
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1 Introduction

The goal of NetIDE is to deliver a single integrated development environment supporting the
development lifecycle of network controller programs in a vendor-independent fashion. The project
proposes an architecture that allows different representations to be used to program the network and
different controllers to execute these network programs. To accomplish this, a common language
- NetIDE Intermediate Representation Format (IRF) - will be defined to incorporate different
network programming styles. The NetIDE project will now enable rapid innovation by enabling
organizations to create new types of applications, services and business models that can create new
revenue streams and more value from the network.

The dissemination and exploitation activities provide the opportunity to maximize the impact
and outreach of the projects research, innovation and demonstration activities. D6.2, NetIDE
Preliminary Dissemination and Exploitation Plan [1], presented how this would be accomplished
through an active communication strategy and presence in various media. The consortium has
been gradually building up a community of interest during the first year of the project which has
allowed these parties to remain informed and convinced about the value of the NetIDE outcomes.
Also included were the strategies for highlighting the projects potential outcomes, in order to show
the value of adoption of project results. This will ensure an impact beyond the end of the project.
The project has spent time identifying potential market niches and potential early adopters of
our proposed solution. This is to ensure the results of the project remain relevant for commercial
and industrial applications and a positive exploitation strategy. By simplifying the Network Apps
development process and ensuring their portability is expected to create commercial potential for
telecom operators and network solution providers. The industrial exploitation activities in NetIDE
are guided by the following objectives:

• Continuously scanning and analyzing the market for Software Defined Networking solutions that
would benefit from NetIDE outcomes

• Establishing an industry advisory board including representative of the business units of the
industrial partners which are members of the project to support and steer results exploitation

• Monitor and participate in standardization activities related to Software Defined Networking and
identify the potential contributions of NetIDE to such activities

• Define strategies for exploitation and uptake of project results.

To help accomplish the projects research goals, an initial analysis of SDN market trends was
performed focusing on what industry and research institutions are currently reviewing. We pro-
vided an analysis of the SDN ecosystem which guided our decisions regarding which technologies to
support within the project. We reported on current technology trends providing detailed descrip-
tions and comparisons, including market trends (both proprietary and open source frameworks),
their drivers and barriers, industrial roadmaps and the standardization of SDN. We also intro-
duced an initial plan on how the project would interaction with standardization bodies, network
programming language development teams and controller framework delivery entities.

This deliverable has three main sections to it. Chapter 2 reports on the up-to-date dissemination
activities that were conducted during the first year of the project, which events were attended and
any outcomes. Initial plans for the projects Open Source releases of NetIDE results are documented
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including an initial development strategy. Chapter 3 provides an updated version of the individual
exploitation plans of each of the partners, how they will consume the potential results etc. Finally,
chapter 4 provides an update to the market analysis performed earlier in the year reviewing the
latest drivers/barriers to SDN adoption and also, a detailed analysis of where SDN lies within the
Data Centre. A glossary of terms used in this document can be found in the appendix section.
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2 Dissemination of the NetIDE Results

This section summarizes the dissemination activities undertaken during the first year of operation,
and a plan of events that we would like to attend in the second year of the NetIDE project. The
activities, both done and planned, are categorized by venue types, such as scientific, industrial,
EU-related and so on. The project consortium always placed great importance on all dissemina-
tion activities to widely communicate projects results and to emphasize the meaningful impact of
projects achievements on research and commercial world. In particular, NetIDE would like to coop-
erate with other EU projects working in the SDN area, such as T-NOVA, UNIFY and PRISTINE.
Some collaborations are already established with T-NOVA (EUCNC workshop in June 2014), but
there were no chances to extend the interactions to the other projects so far. However, now that
we have a clear architecture and some initial outcome available, we plan to have regular meetings
in order to evaluate opportunities for collaborations and synergies.

2.1 Report of dissemination activities conducted during the year 1

Many NetIDE project dissemination activities occurred during the first project year. Some dis-
semination activities even occurred before the start of the project, as soon as it was known to the
partners that the project will be carried out. Some of them, such as the project website, the twit-
ter account and some attended conferences and venues were already presented in the Deliverable
D6.2 (NetIDE Preliminary Dissemination and Exploitation Plan). In this section the remaining
dissemination activities of the NetIDE project during its first year are explained, divided by the
scope of the event, and the relevant contribution given by the project.

2.1.1 Scientific Venues

ATTENDED EVENTS

DATE EVENT PARTNER CONTRIBUTION

2014-07-23

EuCNC
2014
(Bologna) -
session

CREATE-
NET, TID

Pedro Aranda Gutiérrez (TID) from NetIDE and
Philipp Aeschlimann (ZHAW) from T-NOVA led
a special session titled ”Virtualising The Network
and Programming the SDN: Of Course, But How?”
where the first insights from both NetIDE and
T-NOVA projects about potential architectures
to simplify the management of a programmable
framework for SDN and NFV environments have
been presented. The session gathered around 25
people and was followed by a lively discussion about
technical aspects of the proposed frameworks.
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2.1.2 EU-related Venues

ATTENDED EVENTS

DATE EVENT PARTNER CONTRIBUTION

2014-01-30

SDN Con-
certation
Workshop
(Brussels) -
workshop

TID

Pedro Aranda Gutiérrez presented the NetIDE
project at the concertation meeting, devoted to
SDN projects only. As a direct result of the presen-
tation, we were contacted by T-NOVA and a com-
mon workshop was organized (the common session
at the EuCNC14 in Bologna).

2014-03-13
FIA 2014
(Athens) -
conference

Create-Net,
TID

NetIDE organized a joint session with UNIFY,
TNOVA and SECURED projects. Elio Salvadori
(Create-Net) and Diego Lopez (TID) discussed how
open platforms could pave the way toward an inno-
vative way to build Internet applications and ser-
vices leveraging on the emerging softwarization of
networks and data-centers. Moreover, Elio Sal-
vadori presented the project during the ”Transport
Software Defined Networking” session.

2014-10-23

Net-Tech
Future Co-
ordination -
meeting

CREATE-
NET

Elio Salvadori (CN) presented NetIDE during the
Future Internet cluster meeting organised during
the NetTech future co-ordination meeting in Brus-
sels. In particular, an overview of the main out-
comes planned by the project and the key topics
for the future was given

2014-10-24

EU-Taiwan
Workshop
on 5G Re-
search -
workshop

CREATE-
NET

Elio Salvadori (CN) gave a presentation about Ne-
tIDE during the 5G Europe-Taiwan workshop or-
ganised by the EC; it was an important opportunity
for the project to meet with Taiwanese researchers
working on SDN/NFV topics

2.1.3 IETF and Standardization Venues

ATTENDED EVENTS

DATE EVENT PARTNER CONTRIBUTION

2014-03-06
IETF
meeting
(London)

Telefonica
I+D

Project Presentation to the IRTF SDN research
group

2014-11-12
IETF 2014
(Hawaii)

Telefonica
I+D

Discussion with Huawei about Nemo as IRF
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2.1.4 Industrial Venues

ATTENDED EVENTS

DATE EVENT PARTNER CONTRIBUTION

2014-11-23

Fujitsu
Forum 2014
(Munich) -
conference

FTS

Largest IT vendor event in Europe with 13,000 vis-
itors from 81 countries. Presented NetIDE project
at dedicated SDN stand Innovation with SDN and
NetIDE. Customer interactions focused on explain-
ing basic concepts of SDN/NFV and role of NetIDE
in providing a development and porting environ-
ment

2014-11-13
FuSeCo14
(Berlin) -
forum

TID

Pedro Aranda (TID) gave talk on the software fac-
tor in SDN development cycle, presented NetIDE
concepts/architecture. Internet2 and CANARIE
reps present. Guru Parulkar announced ONOS re-
lease at event

2.1.5 OpenSource Venues

ATTENDED EVENTS

DATE EVENT PARTNER CONTRIBUTION

2014-07-19

Pyretic
summer
school 2014
(Princeton,
remote) -
workshop

TID

Pedro Aranda (TID) presented NetIDE project at
the Pyretic workshop that took place in Princeton
between 17th and 18th of July. His presentation
was given to a community of students participating
to the Pyretic Summer School and also to some
online participants from all over the world.

2014-10-13

LinuxCon
and
CloudOpen
Europe
2014 -
hackfest

Intel, UPB
and FTS

Discussion with OpenDayLight tech steering com-
mitee for contributing to codebase. Discussed with
ODL developers on porting NetIDE plugin from
Hydrogen to Helium

2014-10-17

SDN and
OpenFlow
World
Congress
2014 (Ds-
seldorf) -
conference

Telefonica
I+D, Intel
and FTS

Diego Lopez presented NetIDE during the ‘Innova-
tion & Open-source’ Track which gathered the in-
terest of several participants and the initial hits at
project’s Git repository. Intel/FTS attended Open-
Daylight Track, interacting with Technical Steering
committee members

2.1.6 Website, Social Media

The NetIDE website has continuously been updated with latest news from the project, presen-
tations, collection of approved public deliverables and link to the open-source software already
available to be freely downloaded. The twitter account (see Figure 2.1) has several followers and
publishes news and information related to the most interesting activities carried out by the partners.
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Figure 2.1: NetIDE twitter account

2.2 Dissemination targets in 2015

Project partners will attend well-regarded conferences where the projects results can be shown
to other researchers. Some events aree listed in the next sections. To measure the progress of
dissemination activities in NetIDE project, a set objectives have been identified per each event,
providing an indicator of the impact assessment of the activity.

2.2.1 Scientific Venues

• IEEE Conference on Network Softwarization (IEEE NetSoft)

– Web site URL:http://sites.ieee.org/netsoft/

– NetSoft 2015 will be the first of a series of annual events established as part of the IEEE
Software-Defined Networks initiative of the IEEE Future Directions Committee to build an
IEEE-wide community in this area across multiple IEEE societies and councils. Theme of the
conference are Software-Defined Infrastructures (SDIs) for networks, clouds and services.

• ACM SIGCOMM SYMPOSIUM ON SDN RESEARCH (SOSR)

– Web site URL:http://www.opennetsummit.org/sosr15.php

– This workshop, co-located with the Open Networking Summit 2015 will replace the HotSDN
SIGCOMM workshop, that obtained a great success in the past few year. SOSR is one the
main scientific venue for research publications on SDN.

• European Workshop on Software Defined Networks 2015

– Web site URL:http://www.ewsdn.eu

– This workshop emphasizes aspects of Software Defined Networks that come up when extending
SDN ’beyond Ethernet’. One goal of the workshop is to bring together industry and academia
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on the topics of SDN, in particular the workshop features an industry forum, i.e. a session
with presentations of key industrial players (manufacturers, telecom operators, ...).

• ACM SIGCOMM Conference on Emerging Network Experiment and Technology (CONEXT)

– Web site URL:http://www.sigcomm.org/events/conext-conference

– The focus of CoNEXT is around innovative developments on networking technologies, such
as internet measurements and modelling, advanced protocols and services, networked games,
multimedia services, routing, security traffic engineering, peer-to-peer and overlay networks,
wireless and mobile networks, ad-hoc and sensors networks or autonomic and dependable
communications.

• IFIP/IEEE International Symposium on Integrated Network Management (IM 2015)

– Web site URL:http://im2015.ieee-im.org

– IM 2015 main theme is the integrated management in the age of big data. It will manly
examine the potential of big data to improve the quality of management in a number of areas,
including: network management, service management and business management, as well as in
management approaches and methodologies.

• Soft5G

– Web site URL:http://www.fokus.fraunhofer.de/7025fa5fb396627a/software-defined-
5g-networks-soft5g

– IEEE International Workshop on Software Defined 5G Networks (Soft5G 2015) will include
Architectures and Programming Paradigms for emerging 5G Networks.

2.2.2 EU-related Venues

• NET FUTURES 2015

– Web site URL:http://netfutures2015.eu

– NET FUTURES aims to improve competitiveness of the European technology industry, bring-
ing togheter interconnected community involving companies, organizations and people belong-
ing to research, innovation, business development, and entrepreneurship.

– During the NetFutures2015 event, NetIDE will show a live demo of a first prototype of the
NetIDE Interpreter. In particular, during the demonstration we will show how this interpreter
allows applications implemented for different SDN frameworks (such as Ryu, FloodLight, etc.)
or in high-level languages (e.g. Frenetic), to control the network behaviour through a single
SDN controller (specifically OpenDaylight) without the need to re-implement the applications.

• European Conference on Networks and Communications 2015 (EuCNC 2015)

– Web site URL:http://www.eucnc.eu

– This conference, sponsored by the European Commission, is focusing on communication net-
works and systems, and reaching services and applications. It aims at showcasing the results of
the consecutive programmes on esearch and development and projects co-financed by European
programmes, as well as presenting the latest developments in this area.

– After the very positive experience of this year, the consortium plan to participate to the
next EuCNC conference to present the latest improvements both in the architecture and
implementation of the NetIDE concepts. Moreover, it will be possible to organize a special
session with similar EU FP7 projects, like T-NOVA, that could enforce the collaboration with
external entities.
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• Net-Tech Future Coordination Meetings

– These regular meetings bring together EU research-funded projects in the area of communi-
cations networks to exchange the latest research findings and ideas for future activities.

– Net-Tech meetings are one of the most suitable venues to present and discuss about NetIDE
within the European research ecosystem, giving not only visibility but also feedbacks and
possible collaborations to the project.

2.2.3 IETF and Standardization Venues

• SDNRG, NFVRG at IETF meetings

– Web site: http://www.ietf.org/meeting/upcoming.html

– 92nd IETF meeting is March 2015 (Dallas), 93rd IETF meeting is July 2015 (Prague), 94th
IETF meeting is November 2015 (Yokohama)

– NetIDE will try to present updates on the architecture and results, looking for collaboration
opportunities.

– NetIDE will continue the talks regarding the evolution of the Network Modelling (NEMO)
language to integrate it in our evolution plans for the IRF.

• European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) Network Function Virtualization (NFV)

– Web site: http://www.etsi.org/technologies-clusters/technologies/nfv

– Upcoming meetings: NFV#9 February 2015 (Prague) and NFV#10 May 2015 (Munich)

– NetIDE will try to contact groups implementing Proofs-of-Concept (PoCs) that are similar to
the use cases we propose and stimulate the exchange of requirements, best practices, etc.

2.2.4 Industrial Venues

• Open Neworking Summit 2015 (ONS 2015)

– Web site URL:http://www.opennetsummit.org

– ONS is the premier SDN Conference, bringing together the industry, research, vendors and
providers. It’s first mission is to advance the understanding of current SDN deployments and
what the networks of the future will look like tomorrow. More than 1600 people attended the
forth summit, held in California last March. It main topics are not only SDN, but also NFV
and how this two different ecosystems can leverage on each other in order to evolve the current
standards.

• SDN and OpenFlow World Congress 2015

– Web site URL:http://www.layer123.com/sdn

– The SDN World Congress is globally recognised as the principal network innovation conference
in Europe for the global telecommunications industry. More than 1200 people attend this event
every year, mostly coming from leading industries in the networking field. This event is also
supported by the Open Networking Foundation.

– As in this year event, NetIDE will leverage on this venue to expose its approach, architec-
ture and open-source software to a wide-spreading audience, to gain visibility and to setup
collaboration not only with similar research projects but also with industrial partners.

• NFV World Congress 2015
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– Web site URL:http://www.layer123.com/nfv

– The NFV World Congress offers an opportunity to examine developments from the market
leaders, debate the issues with the thought leaders and showcase the reality of NFV and SDN.

– NetIDE will look to present the project architecture and open-source software with a goal of
setting up collaboration with both research and industrial partners.

• TefCon 2015

– Web site URL: http://pressoffice.telefonica.com/jsp/base.jsp?contenido=/jsp/notasdeprensa/
notadetalle.jsp&id=0&origen=portada&idm=eng&pais=1&elem=21091

– Telefonica’s hosted event aims to disseminate best practices used by engineers, learn and share
new technologies, all through hackatons, dojos, Networking, etc

– NetIDE will look to present the project architecture and open-source software with a goal of
setting up collaboration with both research and industrial partners.

2.2.5 OpenSource Venues

• OpenDaylight Summit

– Web site URL:http://events.linuxfoundation.org/events/opendaylight-summit

– The OpenDaylight Summit is an annual conference designed to provide a collaboration space
for innovators, developers, and users in the SDN and NFV ecosystem. The ODL Summit
brings together the community, projects, products, and companies in the networking industry
that are driving the SDN and NFV ecosystems today, along with best practices from the world
of traditional open source.

– NetIDE will present a public demonstration of its outcomes at the summit. In particular,
throught an extended ODL version, NetIDE will show how different applications, developed for
various SDN framework, could control simoultaneusly the same network. The demonstration
will be supported by a leaflet and a poster, providing complementary information to the
audience.

• NFV & SDN Summit

– Web site URL:http://www.uppersideconferences.com/nfv-sdn/

– This Summit is jointly organized with the 17th Edition of MPLS SDN World. Expected
attendance is 1500 attendees for the 2015 edition of MPLS SDN World Congress and the NFV
& SDN Summit.

– NetIDE could present prototype demonstrations across different SDN controller platforms,
developed for various SDN framework. The demonstration could will be supported by presen-
tation.

2.3 Open Source Strategy

2.3.1 Open Source License

To ensure the industrial sustainability of the project results, the Eclipse Public License (EPL) was
selected due to its non-commercial limiting nature and weak copyleft model (similar to Apache
or BSD licenses). The NetIDE Developer Toolkit v1 (D3.2) is being released as a set of Eclipse
plugins so selecting this license model ensures maximum compatibility to Eclipse and Eclipse-based
frameworks that are being leveraged. Targeted frameworks for exploitation and dissemination
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(including Loxigen, OpenDaylight) are also released under EPL.
All source code released by the project contains our custom code header based on the EPL 1.0
license available at: http://opensource.org/licenses/EPL-1.0

/**

* Copyright (c) 2014, NetIDE Consortium (Create-Net (CN), Telefonica

* Investigacion Y Desarrollo SA (TID), Fujitsu Technology Solutions

* GmbH (FTS), Thales Communications & Security SAS (THALES), Fundacion

* Imdea Networks (IMDEA), Universitaet Paderborn (UPB), Intel Research

* & Innovation Ireland Ltd (IRIIL) )

*

* All rights reserved. This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License

* v1.0 which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

*

* Authors:

* ...

*/

2.3.2 Open Source Releases

The NetIDE open source project was created as soon as the open source license was agreed with
its common source code repository hosted on Github.com. NetIDE intend to publish several open
source releases throughout the lifespan of the project that will include full source code, documen-
tation for usage, installation and integration.

Figure 2.2: NetIDE’s Github Presence

For the duration of the project, four code repositories will be used at: https://github.com/fp7-
netide

• PoC: This contains basic implementations of ad-hoc Proof-of-Concepts. The initial prototypes
created at the start of the project are hosted here.

• Engine: This contains the Network App Engine whose main objective is to deliver a comprehen-
sive toolkit for Network App developers covering NetIDE methodology.
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• IDE: This contains releases that provide editor support for various network programming and
other specifications languages used in the development lifecycle

• Usecases: This contains the implementations of the use cases and target scenarios generated in
the project for a range of SDN controllers

The current schedule of Open Source Releases is below. As important features become mature,
interim releases may be generated and disseminated to interested parties.

Open Source Release Plan

Version Features Date

v0.1
Developer Toolkit v1 (D3.2)
NetIDE App Engine 1st release (D4.1)

M12

v0.2
Debugging Toolset 1st release (D4.2)
Includes bugfixes and additional features for
Developer Toolkit and App Engine

M15

v0.3
Developer Toolkit v2 (D3.4)
Includes bugfixes and additional features for
App Engine and Debugging Toolset

M24

v1.0
NetIDE App Engine final release and evaluation (D4.3)
Includes bugfixes and additional features for
Developer Toolkit and Debugging Toolset

M30

2.3.3 Development Strategy

Due to the project’s ambitious objectives, the development strategy for this collaborative open
source project requires the adoption of standard techniques and approaches best suited for the
development of early prototype technologies. Key components of this approach include:

• Re-use of open source software: The re-use and adoption of existing open source software will be
attempted as much as possible, making sure that time is not unnecessarily spent re-implementing
components that are already available and so that the development activities can be more focused
on the implementation of the innovative features of the platform.

• Continuous integration and testing: A central source repository hosted on github.com, has been
established. As the amount of code developed increases, a central build/integration/testing in-
frastructure may be established. This will allow for nightly builds running the latest code merges,
executing a series of unit, component, integration and performance tests, and a monitoring and
notification facility to keep all development teams up to date on status, failures and issues. The
proposed technologies under review are Maven as the build system, Jenkins as the build server,
Junit/Cobertura/Mockito for Java, PyUnit/Coverage/Mock for Python to cover unit testing,
code coverage and object mocking respectively.

• Release often: The open source code and binary distribution releases for the project developers,
external end users and Network App developers.

Collaborative development in a large project of 8 organizations based in remote locations is a
challenging task and requires effective approaches and mechanisms to achieve project goals. In
NetIDE, we will adopt many approaches for communication, such as instant messaging, email,
conference calls, and collaboration tools. In addition to these general communication tools, our
project website has been created with Redmine. This tool supports a wiki for developer articles
and how-tos, issue tracking and bug reporting, all supporting the development process. As code
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matures and to ensure the longevity of the results after the project finishes, all finalised designs,
developer docs and the integration articles will be transferred to the Github supported wiki which
is public. Our initial proposed development strategy is based upon the branching features of Git,
see figure.

Figure 2.3: NetIDE development and branching strategy

The projects M12 code/prototype deliverables of D3.2 Developer Toolkit v1 and D4.1 NetIDE
App Engine 1st release will be available for download from their respective Github repositories.
These will include their code and supporting documentation.
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3 Exploitation Plan

The exploitation strategy of NetIDE was, since the beginning of the project, to identify potential
markets as to assure the project’s perennity and users interested in the concept to get early feedback
from the community. The goal of the project, to simplify the Network Apps development process
and ensure their portability on multiple platform, is expected to create business opportunities
for EU telcos and network solution providers. There are multiple objectives in the industrial
exploitation of NetIDE’s activities1 :

• Observing the Software Defined Networking market for solutions that could use NetIDE’s out-
comes;

• Consult the industry advisory board which includes representative of the business units of the
industrial partners and steer the results exploitation;

• Observe and participate in standardization activities related to SDN, identify potential contri-
bution to such activities and contribute when possible to other SDN projects;

• Establish a global strategy the the exploitation and dissemination of NetIDE’s results.

The consortium’s strategy to get involved in SDN projects was already fruitful in the form of
contributions and participation to discussion groups (see section 3.4.1). The choice of the Open
Source license of NetIDE was a first step in the selection of the governance model. Research
results will be exploited towards the NetIDE consortium partners internal knowledge and expertise
building, and development and support of new products and services.

According to multiple reports [7] [8], 2013 spending in IT exceeded $2.1 trillion, up 5.7% from
2012, driven by double-digit growth in the 3rd Platform foundations of mobile (smartphone, ta-
blest, wearable tech,...), cloud (Software-as-a-Service (SaaS), Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS), Bring
your own device (BYOD)), Big Data, and social technologies and by emerging markets’ growth
where IT spending expected to grow by 8.8% to over $730 billion. Server virtualization (which can
scale easily allowing companies to not over invest and react quickly to the market), Cloud comput-
ing (which frees small and big companies from costly infrastructure expenditure), IT convergence
(which removes boundaries between areas of IT) and Venture capital (with their ability to finance
small startups that can disrupt markets) are key points in the future of IT.

The impact of SDN will exceed $25B per annum by 2018, and could grow as high as $35B
annually. Even conservative models show SDN-related spend exceeding 30% of total networking in
that time-frame, with more aggressive models topping out at 40%.
Driven primarily by network virtualization, the emerging datacenter controller and applications
market could grow to $1B annually within six years. While trying to position ourselves in the
hyper competitive SDN hardware is difficult, the need to develop network application for SDN
network is evident and NetIDE could be the platform to write such apps.

This is why early in the project’s timeline we reached out to many outside entities to improve
the impact of NetIDE on the community (see section 2) and to ensure that the exploitation has a
solid basis.

1Should we also include a bullet on opensource?
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3.1 Exploitation Strategy

There is an inherent difference between the exploitation plans of the industrial partners and the
research and academics partners. Industrial exploitation’s goals is to innovate by creating new
products and services that allows a competitive advantage and use the benefits from the result of the
project to cater to their targeted users. In addition to the common global objective and exploitation
plan of the consortium, each industrial partner has their own strategy for the exploitation.

3.1.1 Exploitation plan TID

As stated in the Description of Work (DoW), TID foresees the direct application of NetIDE in
three main directions:

• The consolidation of NFV technologies within the Telefonica network, applying it to rapid pro-
totyping, design validation and direct deployment, as well as facilitating the integration of NFV
and non-NFV elements.

• Empowering the wholesale and cloud service business units with more flexible mechanisms for
network infrastructure design and deployment, what will translate into shorter provision times,
better infrastructure usage, stronger security and tenant separation, and a more seamless inte-
gration with computing and storage management interfaces.

• NetIDE will constitute a breakthrough in the way network infrastructures will be conceived,
designed and deployed, and therefore we plan to make it the base for further research.

In the first aspect, the TID team is actively seeking the application of NetIDE results among
the tools in use at the NFV Reference Lab, a testing facility Telefonica’s GCTO Unit is using
to assess NFV solutions, guarantee interoperability among different vendors, and validate NFV
applicability to use cases provided by the business units and local operators in the Telefonica’s
footprint. Formalizing some of these experiments as proofs of concept within the ETSI NFV ISG
frameworks is under consideration, with the idea of widening the NetIDE user base among our
vendors. Initial contacts have been made with a few system integrators focused on SDN/NFV
pilots for our European operations in order to apply NetIDE in their development and deployment
cycles.

In what relates to the second direction, TID is in the process of establishing a demonstration
facility for Software Networks application to enterprise networks, together with the business unit in
charge of these services and one of our technology partners. We plan to use NetIDE as one of the
elements supporting quick and efficient configuration and deployment of the demonstrators, with
the idea of using it as a showcase of the applicability of NetIDE to support specific projects this
business unit has to accomplish.

In the third direction, NetIDE results and evolution are an integral part of our current plans
for further research in Software Networks, and in particular of the proposals around the network
evolution towards 5G. Besides this, we have used internal coordination and training activities to
build awareness about NetIDE among other units within the company that would be in the position
of applying it to their customer projects and innovation activities.

Finally, Telefonica is strongly committed to open innovation, and is promoting technology start-
ups through initiatives like Wayra (http://www.wayra.org/). We believe NetIDE will be in the
position of supporting new business models suitable to be exploited via these initiatives, where
an open-source model will play a key role. As the first releases of the NetIDE environment (and
its demonstrators) become available, we plan to use these entrepreneurship support platform to
announce them and foster the usage of NetIDE among the community, contributing this way to
foster the NetIDE ecosystem.
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3.1.2 Exploitation plan FTS

Fujitsu has a business interest to reduce the cost and complexity of developing, porting, deploying,
operating and maintaining network-based applications and services both for itself and for its cus-
tomers. Fujitsu is a developer and a user of network applications. Fujitsu provides infrastructures
for customers’ in-house and cloud-based network applications.

For these reasons we have engaged in the NetIDE project which aims to develop a framework
and a prototype for more efficient development tools and greater application portability.

Fujitsu is a user and generally not a vendor of development tools. We intend to exploit the NetIDE
development environment as a user. We expect to exploit NetIDE through toolsets provided by
3rd parties. We therefore have an interest to see NetIDE adopted by tool providers such as Eclipse
and to see the NetIDE runtime environment made available on relevant platforms such as Windows
and flavours of Linux.

We shall present the results of NetIDE to our internal divisions which develop network-related
applications for use in our data center and cloud solutions.

During the last year we have seen two major innovations emerge which are enabling the develop-
ment of new network services: OpenStack and NFV (Network Function Virtualisation). We hope
to be able to exploit NetIDE in the context of these technologies.

Fujitsu has provided a use case and requirements to the NetIDE project and will later provide
reporting on the usability of the NetIDE software based on practical, hands-on experience.

Our early engagement in NetIDE should help ensure that later NetIDE based products meet
the real needs of industrial networking application developers such as ourselves. To this end we
shall contribute to the Industrial Advisory Board by nominating a member with experience in the
evaluation of commercial development environments.

We will contribute to the dissemination of NetIDE by making our engagement and practical
experience known to the industry and to customers.

FTS will exploit the learnings from the NetIDE project to make recommendations regarding the
most suitable high level languages and APIs to be used when developing network applications.

3.1.3 Exploitation plan INTEL

Intels microprocessors, chipsets, System on a Chip (SoC)s, storage and related software technologies
play a leading across a wide range of network and cloud related products and technologies. Intel
plays a leading role in enabling this ecosystem in cross-industry initiatives. In the network and cloud
computing domains, Intel works in partnerships to develop reference architectures and to share
best practices in the development and deployment of Cloud, SDN and NFV through our network
builders (networkbuilders.intel.com) and cloud builders (www.intel.com/cloudbuilders) programs.
Intel also plays a leading role in the development and evolution of standards in the industry relevant
to networking and cloud computing, eg, ONF, OpenDaylight, ETSI NFV.

As NFV/SDN deployments are being rolled out into carriers networks, a variety of challenges
are emerging which are of interest to Intel. A key challenge is ensuring the orchestration layer
within a network environment fully exploits the capabilities of the servers it manages. Typically,
orchestration layers can identify only basic infrastructural features (e.g., CPU type, RAM size and
host operating system) and are unaware of platform specific features and attached devices, like
acceleration cards or network interface cards (Network Interface Card (NIC)s). This lack of plat-
form awareness results in reduced intelligence in orchestration process and non-optimal placement
of workloads. For example, an orchestrator maybe unable to proactively load an application onto
a platform capable of accelerating its performance, such as assigning an IPsec VPN appliance to a
server with cryptographic algorithm acceleration capabilities. The lack of platform and infrastruc-
tural awareness is a major drawback since many virtual appliances have intense I/O requirements
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and could benefit from access to high-performance instructions, accelerators and NICs for workloads
such as compression, cryptography and transcoding.

The NetIDE project provides an opportunity to implement an interoperability layer that can act
as a reference implementation for enhanced platform awareness to enable intelligent deployments
of SDN workloads.

Intel exploitation plans regarding NetIDE focus on these key points :

• The NetIDE project will enable Intel to identify the key challenges for operators to deploy and
manage new service offerings based on NFV and SDN architectural approaches. Identification
and definition of these challenges will enable Intel to focus and target specific areas for future
research and innovation.

• Intel will use NetIDE as a reference implementation which demonstrates platform affinity for Intel
architecture for SDN workloads by exposing platform features and attributes that can be used by
network orchestration to make intelligent placement decisions with respect to key performance
indicators.

• Intel will use the output and learnings from NetIDE to drive contributions to the open source
community building on potential blueprint contributions to OpenDaylight, OpenStack, etc.

• The learnings and findings from NetIDE will be of significant interest to Intel business groups
that are developing products to meet the needs of customers who are deploying NFV and SDN
solutions.

• Intel will use the output and learnings from NetIDE to develop a greater understanding of how
to driving service and SLA awareness into the network/cloud and to reflect these needs in its
product offerings such as Data Centre Service Assurance Administrator (DC-SAA)
(http://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/software/intel-service-assurance-agent.html)

• Intel will use the NetIDE project to identify and evolve instrumentation and telemetry require-
ments to improve platform awareness, automation and improve manageability of NFV and SDN
workloads at the orchestration layer and above.

3.1.4 Exploitation plan THALES

Thales has a long involvement in research project which are used to fuel the innovation in consumer
grade products. Internally, NetIDE’s results will be presented to the business lines in charge of the
Critical Information Systems and Resilient Infrastructure Networks. Thales offering relies on two
interesting technological pillars:

• Cloud technologies. Thales has a network of 3,900 IT professionals and 13 Service Centres
throughout France dedicated to delivering comprehensive solutions to exacting customers who
want to outsource the design, development and/or operation of all or some of their information
systems. High value-added results-based Service Level Agreement (SLA) shape the framework for
Thales’s customer commitments, which are anchored in integrity, security, availability, resilience
and service continuity.

• Resilient network technologies. The many interconnections needed to exchange information can
lead to greater vulnerability to intentional threats (cyber attacks, for example) and accidents
such as natural catastrophes. Thales’s Nexium solution consists in designing and deploying
complex communications architectures that guarantee availability under all circumstances, even
in crisis situations, to achieve network resilience, i.e. the capacity of networks to withstand
shocks and guarantee high-level end-to-end transmissions that are efficient, dependable, secure
and inter-operable.
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In order to meet the growing demands of Thales customers for more distributed or hybrid (pri-
vate/public) information systems with a high level of security, resilience, scalability at a lower
cost, Thales has identified SDN as a key enabler for the Cloud and Nexium suites. This promis-
ing technology will allow to reduce development life-cycle, increase reactivity to incidents (e.g.,
cybersecurity attacks, failures), bring more controllability to customer applications (e.g., Network-
as-a-Service (NaaS) APIs), and to support, through network virtualisation, multiple security levels
in the same infrastructure. NetIDE will allow Thales to have a robust development ecosystem to
develop these two activities.
Emerging innovative technologies are of primal importance for Thales. In this context SDN, which
is an emerging networking architecture, stands as the corner stone between network management
and Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) management, thus enabling NaaS. Decoupling the control
plane from the hardware enables to conceive networking as software applications and NetIDE could
be integrated in the development cycle of Thales’ software.

Thales has multiple plans regarding the outcome of the project, namely :

• The NetIDE project results shall be transferred to the Critical Information Systems and Resilient
Infrastructure Networks business lines which may use this novel way to develop SDN applications
easily to cater to end users interested in SDN and NFV.

• The IRF will allow the development of network applications using multiple inputs, brought in
by the client or the deployment profile, and fine tune the result, resulting is highly effective
solutions.

• NetIDE will also be used to manage the porting of existing legacy application onto new SDN
platform (which is in line with the Use Case presented by Thales).

3.1.5 Exploitation plan TELCA

As an advanced network service virtualization and young SME, aiming to serve network operators,
Telcaria will benefit from the technology advances generated from NetIDE. Telcaria will acquire the
know-how for applying NetIDE technologic achievements to rapid prototyping, design validation
and direct deployment on its customers. This will cause a direct growth for Telcaria.

More specifically, Telcaria plans to:

• Consider NetIDE as a reference implementation for future deployments, while keeping in mind
the OpenDaylight and ONOS projects, which currently are rapidly evolving.

• Contribute to the some of the SDN open source communities, such as OpenDaylight, Pyretic,
etc, so that all of us can benefit from each other.

• Identify the key challenges for operators to deploy and manage new service offerings based on
SDN and NFV architectural approaches.

• Benefit from NetIDE so that our R&D branch can grow with it, as many of our future project
proposal will be closely related to SDN and NFV.

• Identify the key advantages of YANG and NEMO languages and use the output and learnings
from NetIDE to contribute to their evolution, so that they are perfectly suitable for deployment
of SDN applications.

In the near future, Telcaria will be particularly focused on the development of the IRF, which has
evolved from an intermediate representation format, in which initial applications were transformed,
into a language that will allow us to actually deploy the different applications (maybe developed
in different languages) in the network.
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3.2 Other Exploitation Lines

The research and academic partners’ exploitation plans, contrary to the industrial ones, are oriented
towards maintaining and demonstrating excellence in research to show their relevance in a highly
competitive national and international research funding arena. The project’s results are aimed to
be exploited by these partners to improve the universities curricula and education programs, to
attract new MSc students,and initiate PhD theses topics related to the NetIDE project. These
exploitation lines are primarily internal but can be used to broadcast the institution place in the
European research world.

3.2.1 Exploitation plan Create-Net

CREATE-NET will leverage on the project outcomes to enrich its competences on Software-defined
networking in several domains including cloud computing, green data center and 5G and NFV
technologies. This will enable able us to contribute back such experience in consultancy activities
for industrial partners we are collaborating with (e.g. Cisco Systems, Orange-FT, Telecom Italia)
as well as for smaller operators like Trentino Networks, a regional operator located in Trentino.

Through NetIDE the center will exploit its deep knowledge on SDN, gained in more than 5
years of experience in collaboration with major contributors like ON.Lab in USA, to understand
tools and to apply methodologies which will facilitate the porting of SDN/NFV applications across
different controller platforms, with a major focus on resource optimization tailoring specific needs
expressed by Use cases suggested by our partners.

3.2.2 Exploitation plan UPB

The results and research questions of this project will by used by UPB for both teaching and
research. The challenges arising in the project can fuel several Bachelor and Master theses as well
as PhD theses. Research results and the deeper understanding of the SDN domain gained in the
course of the project can also be taught in lectures. For example, the NetIDE tool chain could be
used in homework assignments for “Future Internet”-style lectures that deal with SDN. We are
also going to present our efforts on debugging and performance analysis on SDN conferences.

In our efforts on debugging and performance analysis, the IRF acts as a central model representing
the obtained information.

NetIDE also has the potential to form synergies with existing projects at our university. In
particular, we will strive to use the results of the project for actual integration in the data centre
network of the Paderborn Centre of Parallel Computing, merging SDN activities with ongoing big-
data research. Also, research results from this project shall foster work in the ongoing Collaborative
Research Centre On-the-fly Computing (SFB 901), where it will serve as a tool to build concrete
support for mutual adaptation of applications and networks.

3.2.3 Exploitation plan IMDEA

IMDEA will exploit the results of this project in both directions: research and teaching. Having
the IRF defined along the set of tools will serve as an impetus to continue working on the model
checker and related tools. Currently there is a lack of these kind of tools promoted by the NetIDE
project within the research and industrial community. IMDEA will fill the gap on the missing tools
needed for the SDN developers. IMDEA will also use the results of this project for teaching at the
adjacent University Carlos III of Madrid (UC3M). There are plans for defining and implementing
new master studies on SDN/NFV technologies that currently are not covered in the curriculum of
the networking engineering students in Spain.
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3.3 Accomplished Exploitation Activities

Since the start of the project, the exploitation and dissemination activities already reached to
multiple events. Because we are on the early stages of the project, the activities have mainly a
dissemination nature. Some past events include :

• The SDN Concertation Workshop (Brussels, 30 Jan 2014) where a presentation of the extended
project proposal was made.

• The IETF 90 (London, 06 Mar 2014) where a presentation of the extended project proposal was
made at the IRTF - SDNRG.

• FIA Athens (Athens, 17-20 Mar 2014) where presentations were given as well as a session chairing.
Additionally, a poster was exposed and flyers were distributed.

• A session on SDN programming tools was given at the EuCNC’14 (Bologna, 23 Jun 2014).

• Members of the consortium participated remotely to the Pyretic summer school 2014 held in
Princeton, USA (19 Oct, 2014). There was a discussion on NetIDE and how we have used
Pyretic in the project (see 3.4.1).

• There was a talk with OpenDaylight tech steering committee members on contributing NetIDE-
ODL plugin during the ODL workshop of the LinuxCon & CloudOpen Europe 2014 (Dusseldorf,
13 Oct 2014).

• During the IETF’2014 meeting in Hawaii, Telefonica had a discussion with Huawei to use NEMO
as potential IRF solution (Honolulu, 12 Nov 2014).

• FTS presented NetIDE at the Fujitsu Forum 2014 Conference which is Fujitsu’s largest IT event
in Europe (Munich, 18 Nov 2014).

3.4 Standardization and Contribution to Open-Source Communities

3.4.1 Contribution to Pyretic

In the specific case of the Pyretic[1] controller, which is one member of the Frenetic family of SDN
programming languages, NetIDE has contributed in several ways to its community. It is important
to notice that Pyretic not only has been used to develop different use cases for NetIDE and prove
their validity, but its API is currently being used as a proof of concept for the communication API
between shim layers in the development of the NetIDE App Engine.

Figure 3.1: NetIDE’s link in the Pyretic project webpage [1]
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First of all, one of the NetIDE members joined the Pyretic summer school 2014 (Pyretic miniconf)
and presented some work in relation with Pyretic and NetIDE. The Pyretic team added a link to
the NetIDE project in their webpage, stating that NetIDE is one of the projects which is currently
using the Pyretic controller.

There has been also several interactions with the Pyretic list and the Pyretic authors regarding
the code. One of them was in relation with the flood() function. That flood() function is defined as
a class in the currently named /pyretic/core/language.py as part of the core code and it is basically
designed to be used by any application to flood a packet in the network. However, in order to
work, the function defines a minimum spanning tree (updated with every change in the network)
to flood the packets, i.e. packets are not flooded through all the ports for every switch in the
network, but only through some specific ports in order to avoid loops. This feature might be useful
to an application developer who does not want to care about loops in the network, but it forces
the routing mechanism in some way since it makes packets to follow specific paths defined by the
minimum spanning tree previously calculated. Therefore, currently in Pyretic, you have to define
your own flooding function (which is not trivial) if you want your application to flood using all
ports. For this reason, we exchanged messages regarding this issue via the Pyretic list and one of
the main authors of the Pyretic controller seemed to agree with us and told us that they would
think of adding that floodall() function in the near function, literally: Perhaps in the next release
we will add this ‘all’ policy to language.py.

The other interaction with the Pyretic list concerned a bug (currently pending to be fixed) with
the set network() method. This is a default method defined for the DynamicPolicy class, which
is used to define policies and therefore specific behaviours for applications, and it is called every
time there is an update in the network topology. So, set network() is usually required to manage
application events after the topology changed, e.g. changing the current routing tables or setting up
a backup firewall module because the current one is down. In this case, we found that set network()
was not being correctly called for all events related to topology changes and therefore, we were not
able to develop our application for one the use cases, which needed to be updated with those
events. After contacting one of the Pyretic authors via the Pyretic list, they tracked our issue and
it seemed to be due an old change, which at the same time was trying to solve something else. For
this reason, they created the topology fix elisa[2] branch in their repository and they are currently
trying to figure it out. Thanks to this branch the set network() method is properly called, but it
still does not update the topology, so we are currently waiting for further updates.

3.4.2 Contribution to OpenDaylight

In the case of the OpenDaylight (OpenDaylight (ODL)) project community, since it is an open
source community and we are currently developing some prototypes of the NetIDE over the ODL
project, we plan to contact them in the near future. More specifically, the OpenDaylight Summit
event (already mentioned in earlier sections) will be a great opportunity to let other researchers
and industrial partners know about the NetIDE project as well as to syncronize our project with
their outputs and future vision. Moreover, the next release of ODL, Lithium, is expected for the
end of June 2015[9].

NetIDE developers attended an OpenDaylight HackFest (LinuxCon + CloudOpen Europe [10]).
It allowed the team the opportunity to be introduced to contributors to ODL and receive tutorials
on integrating with ODL, but also to introduce the main concepts of the project to get feedback. In
particular, NetIDE developers had previously developed a plugin as part of the App Engine design
for use in the vanilla release of ODL, Hydrogen. But due to the new plugin management system of
the second release, Helium, this was now incompatible. Helium uses Apache Karaf to manage its
ODL plugins, so the NetIDE development team worked with ODL developers to help convert the
plugin to this new format.
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Figure 3.2: New branch called ‘topology fix elisa’ to fix the ‘set network’ issue [2]

Also discussed was the contribution process with Technical Steering Committee members. This
involves creating the project proposal which will then go through a series of reviews as it poten-
tially progresses through the project lifecycle (eg., Proposal, Incubation, Mature, Core, Top-Level,
Archived). The elements of a good proposal to receive a successful review include:

• having a well defined scope and description

• committing resources (number of developers actually committed to contribution)

• having a vendor neutral solution for the defined problem

• having an Intellectual Property Rights plan that meets the Board’s Policy
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4 Market Analysis Updates

This section provides an update to the market analysis that was performed in the first half of
2014 and documented in D6.1. Here we review the latest reports examining the drivers/barriers
to SDN adoption that have been published. WP6 has increased its interaction with Standards
organizations and has been monitoring in particular, the 2 NetIDE relevant working groups of the
Open Networking Foundation’s ”Architecture & Framework” and ”Northbound Interfaces”. We
have reviewed the 2 key documents produced in 2014 by these working groups. Finally, we review
the concept of the Software Defined Data Centre, a strategy for IT organizations which addresses
new usage models in the Data Centre of which SDN is a key element.

4.1 Market Analysis

4.1.1 Latest Drivers/Barriers to SDN adoption

Figure 4.1: Drivers for SDN Deployment (Infonetics Research Survey) [3]

A recent Infonetics Research survey [3] has been positive for the adoption of SDN. The majority
of drivers for the adoption of SDN are considered strong by a majority of survey respondents,
while only 1 barrier to its adoption is strong, signalling opportunity for vendors that provide non-
disruptive solutions. The leading driver (76%) is improving management capabilities, helping to
make operations more efficient. Enterprises are looking at SDN to help them provide an overall
management and operational framework that runs across multivendor equipment. Second and third
are improving application performance (73%) and security (72%). SDN has been identified as a
way to improve application performance with automated adjustment of network QoS. SDN offers
the possibility of comprehensive and fine-grained understanding of application flows and a way
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to enforce security policies in the controller plane and at any point in the network rather than
backhauling traffic to a security appliance. What is interesting from the report is that reducing
Capital Expenditure (CapEx) which was initially thought to be one of the top benefits of SDN
has dropped in relevance. To the enterprises surveyed in the report, it is ranked among the lowest
drivers, however it still scored 54% for SDN deployment. NetIDE might be advised to avoid
positioning our solution with a top-level message of driving CapEx reductions.

Figure 4.2: Barriers to SDN adoption (Infonetics Research Survey) [3]

Regarding the latest perceived barriers to SDN adoption, 56% felt the potential to interrupt
critical network operations was the leading barrier. Enterprises may still remain sceptical about
SDN and how they can move from their existing mode of operations to an SDN-architected network.
In second place (44%), interoperability with existing network equipment is a concern as companies
do not want to operate separate networks in parallel. To feel more comfortable migrating to SDN,
enterprises want a clear migration path that includes the ability to work in a hybrid mode with
existing equipment. For NetIDE to be successfully exploited, the project cannot ignore existing
networks. The remaining barriers all scored around the 30% mark by respondents. These included
business-related issues such as lack of compelling use cases, complexity of implementation, no
demonstration of ROI, organizational structural issues, and lack of trained staff. No concrete ROI
related to SDN adoption has been generated and there appears to be no confirmation SDN is easy to
install, implement and improve operations. As NetIDE is providing a non-disruptive solution and
the fact that our Application Engine provides interoperability between existing SDN solutions, the
results of this survey suggest there is strong potential for the project to be adopted by Enterprises.

4.1.2 SDN Market Forecast

The two main areas of SDN software are SDN applications and SDN orchestrator/controller. These
have been emerging strongly in 2014 but probably require industry attention to define their func-
tions. Most vendors have some sort of service orchestration software associated with their SDN
controller, eg, Cisco OnePK. But the distinction between orchestration and SDN controller software
does not appear to be clear. A recent analysis [4] has forecast that all SDN software - including
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orchestration, controller and network applications - revenue will grow from $46M in 2014 to $1.8B
by 2018. This represents a year on year growth rate from 2013-2018 of 185%. Within SDN soft-
ware, the report expects SDN network apps eventually to surpass spending for SDN orchestrator
and controllers. This forecast breaks down as:

• SDN orchestrator and controller software revenue to grow from $37M in 2014 to $718M by 2018,
a year on year growth rate from 2013-2018 of 149%.

• SDN network apps revenue to grow from $9.6M in 2014 to over $1B by 2018, with a year on year
growth rate from 2013-2018 of 253%.

Based on these year-on-year growth rates, by 2018 there will be more value in SDN applications
than actually in orchestration and control. The below graph shows this changeover, with the report
suggesting that orchestration software will lower in price probably due competitive pressure from
other providers.

Figure 4.3: SDN Software breakdown applications vs orchestration [4]

4.1.3 Cost / Benefit Analysis

The project has been looking at generating a detailed feature and cost-benefit analysis of the
NetIDE approach. This analysis would be based on a cost/benefit analysis for SDN in general.
Unfortunately, no comprehensive ROI analysis was generated in 2014 by any leading SDN solution
provider. Initial reports from 2013 pointed to compelling enterprise benefits but the financial
models appear little more than guess work.

• An Information Week report [11] presumed that costs would shift to controllers and software.
50% of the administrators surveyed in the report who use SDNs said they sold the technology to
their business executives as a money saving methodology. And while those surveyed see CapEx
as a big SDN selling point, the bigger opportunity was lowering the OpEx costs due to improved
network management efficiency.

• A Deloitte Consulting report [12] estimated enterprises would be able to halve their network
costs with SDN, contributing 10-15% in overall savings. Much of this would come from server
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connectivity. One of the examples in this report was from Big Switch Networks: it reported that
a single 40-rack server configuration could see savings of $500K or more. This does not include
any OpEx savings of dynamic network configuration and its impact on productivity.

• By early 2014, an ACG Research report [13] that analysed SDN WAN based usecases was demon-
strating the opportunity to drive down costs through increased operational efficiency (mainly in
network utilization), service creation velocity, and differentiated and personalized network ser-
vices using Cisco SDN solutions for service providers networks. The use-cases analysed were
dynamic bandwidth management and traffic engineering use cases to quantify the financial con-
tributions of Ciscos Wide-area Application Engine to service providers.

The key point is that these reports are publishing very little data on which to base savings on.
IT buyers made up of both businesses and service providers who responded to a Cimi conducted
survey in Sept 2014 [14] responded that they were not aware of any mature SDN solution by a
3:1 ratio. Within the Enterprise, only 18% could draw an SDN configuration with the elements
labeled correctly and only half of those could put names of products/vendors in the boxes. But
the primary take-away from the survey was that only 8% had performed any capital comparison
of costs, and of those, less than half reported any actual savings accrued.

It would appear that any CapEx cost benefits for SDN are still speculative and as such, provide
no solid basis for which to build a validated cost/benefit analysis for NetIDE at this present time.
There appears to be a reluctance to generate numbers for SDN, probably because implementations
are so widely varied. Nicolas Fischbach, director of strategy, architecture, and innovation at Colt,
said during his presentation at the SDN & Openflow World Congress [?] ”that the model for total
cost-of-ownership is unclear. Even some of the prices aren’t settled or, at least, they arent well
thought-out”. He told the story of one unnamed vendor developing a component for a virtualized
Customer Premises Equipment (vCPE). The component was going to cost more than an actual
physical CPE device.

The NetIDE project will continue to monitor market analysis reports with a view to generating
a cost benefit model when sufficiently backed up data becomes available.

4.1.4 Report from the SDN & OpenFlow World Congress

Multiple NetIDE partners attended the 2014 SDN & OpenFlow World Congress hosted in Dussel-
dorf, Germany (Intel, Fujitsu, Telefonica). The ONF hosted an SDN solutions showcase featuring
10 data centre (DC) and enterprise LAN solutions. One of the key messages disseminating from
the event was that the ONF continues to improve the OpenFlow protocol within SDN with new
technology advancements in versions v1.3.4 and v1.4. OpenFlow v1.3.4 and v1.4 will now include
enhancements for wireless networking, user mobility, security, optical networks and carrier-grade
reliability. The ONF is now offering conformance testing with 3 different certifications [15] (Full
Conformance, Layer 3 Conformance, and Layer 2 Conformance). There are now 6 accredited labs
with additional labs currently in the accreditation process. These will be listed as authorized testing
labs at a future date. And finally, there is a new SDN professional certification program.

OpenDaylight (ODL) hosted a dedicated track on Day 1, building upon the HackFest it hosted
on Day 0 as part of the LinuxCon + CloudOpen Europe [10]. The HackFest focused on introducing
new community members providing hands on workshops aimed at building SDN applications on
the OpenDaylight platform. Additionally ODL platform technology sessions were held describing
aspects of the controller eg, the Service Abstraction Layer, the OpenFlow Plugin Architecture.
NetIDE developers availed of the opportunity to interact with ODL architects/contributors and
members of the Technical Steering Committee. In particular, integrating with the new plugin
management system, Apache Karaf and the contribution process for projects wishing to contribute
to the ODL codebase.
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4.2 Open Networking Foundation

NetIDE has been monitoring some of the Open Networking Foundation’s (ONF) working groups
that are of interest to the project. A task force was setup to ensure the project was adhering to
the same architecture being proposed by the ONF. As identified in D6.1, the groups of interest to
NetIDE are the Architecture and Framework Working Group (A&F) and the Northbound Interfaces
Working Group (NBI). The A&F WG is looking to standardize SDN by defining the broad set of
problems that the SDN architecture needs to address. The NBI WG was actually spun out of a
study on Northbound Interfaces by the A&F working group which is now attempting to define and
standardize SDN Controller Northbound API Interfaces.

4.2.1 Architecture and Framework Working Group

The A&F working group had released a high level charter document of their goals for the networking
community in 2012 [16] which was analysed in D6.1. They subsequently released their SDN
Architecture 1.0 document in June, 2014 [5]. The goal of this working group is to define an
architecture for Software Defined Networking and provide a foundation for information model
development. This interface to an SDN information model instance is being referred to as the
Controller Plane Interface (CPI), which is further specialized with a prefix:

• D-CPI: between data and controller planes, across which the SDN controller controls data plane
resources (traditionally the Southbound interface)

• A-CPI: between application and SDN controller, across which an application receives services
from the SDN controller (traditionally the Northbound interface)

• Management interface: across which resources and policy may be established, as well as other
more traditional management functions

Figure 4.4: Controller Plane interfaces of D-CPI / A-CPI [5]
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The goal here is that the information exchanged across the interfaces between these planes should
be modelled as an instance of a protocol neutral information model. The SDN Controller Plane
is now modelled as the home of one or more SDN controllers and is no longer referred to as the
”Control Plane” (singular).

• In the Data Plane, Management initially sets up the network elements, assigning the SDN-
controlled parts and configuring their SDN controller.

• In the Controller Plane, Management configures the policies defining the scope of control given
to the SDN application and monitors the performance of the system.

• In the Application Plane, Management configures the contracts and service level agreements
(SLAs).

Figure 4.5: A&Fs concept of a controller of controllers [5]

The architecture supports the case when an SDN controller offers services via its A-CPI, but the
client for such services is actually another SDN controller. Eg, the (White) client controller, or a
network-aware application, may orchestrate a number of server controllers. The reasons for this
model are:

• Controllers may be from different vendors who have not achieved full inter-operability

• Controllers or underlying infrastructure may be owned or operated by different administrative
organizations

• Controllers may have different technology or service functionality

An SDN application may itself support an A-CPI agent, allowing for recursive application hi-
erarchies. Different levels of an application hierarchy are described as having various latitudes,
depending on their degree of abstraction. (There are more details on latitudes in the Northbound
API section below). An SDN application may invoke other external services, and may orches-
trate any number of SDN controllers to achieve its objectives. The Agent in the Controller Plane
supports the concept of sharing the underlying resources, eg, which network element ports are
SDN-controlled or the details of the virtual network that are exposed to SDN applications, while
isolating one customer’s service from another. An application running in the Application Plane
could perform the following functions:

• act as an information model server exposing an information model instance for use by other
applications. Other applications would represent clients to this SDN application server
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• act as an information model client, operating on an information model instance exposed by a
server entity

• act in both roles simultaneously, eg, a path computation engine (PCE) relies on an SDN controller
for virtual network topology information (maintained in a traffic engineering database), while
offering the SDN controller a path computation service.

4.2.2 Northbound API Working Group

The Northbound Interfaces Working Group (NBI-WG) is proposing the development of an infor-
mation model and encodings for SDN Controller NB APIs in a programming language neutral
manner, as a data model. The implementations of these API data models are then the responsi-
bility of API implementer’s and consumers. There is definite overlap between this proposal and
our IRF concept. The working group intends to develop at least 1 implementation of each of the
API’s. This would require a controller implementation of the proposed model and a consumer side
of the NB API for that controller.

The WG would like to see this achieved through collaboration with one or more community based
open source initiatives that are actively developing working code. This would provide function-
al/tested code for the proposed APIs supporting use cases. This will prove utility, usefulness and
market acceptance prior to proceeding to standardization. The WG is running with a concept of
grouping API functions, that APIs are needed at different latitudes i.e. some APIs may be further
north than others, and access to one, several, or all of these different APIs could be a requirement
for a given application.

Figure 4.6: NBIs concept of multiple latitudes for APIs [6]

The diagram illustrates this concept of multiple API latitudes [6]. The working group will define
the specifics of the actual APIs standardized and where it makes sense to place them in the two-
dimensional API stack. An example of this would be a domain specific application requiring an API
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that exposes specific functionality, using some APIs to communicate directly with the controller,
while at the same time using APIs from an analytics or reporting service residing on the controller.
These different API endpoints may exist on the same controller instance or on different instances.

The working group is looking to develop different APIs with different levels of abstraction. It will
define both a Developer Toolkit API appropriate for SDN software developers and, for example,
a Network Virtualization API appropriate for end customer integration. To start, a core/base
API will be initially defined to cover common SDN controller capabilities and functions using
domain specific API’s. Determining the functionality that is common accross currently known
implementations is in process. The main deliverable for 2014 for this working group is the release
of the Framework & Architecture document which is currently in draft form. It describes the NBI
framework whose purpose is to guide controller, network services, and application developers in
developing NBI interfaces by:

• providing an architectural framework for the development of NBIs for SDN

• Providing extensible, stable, and portable NBIs at various latitudes in an SDN solution

• developing a set of core NBIs, with the goal of making them common across controller imple-
mentations

• developing additional NBIs for popular use cases, protocol- or technology-specific

• providing NBIs in a neutral data model format

The NBI Framework Architecture is described as a set of views (Context, Functional, Informa-
tional, Operational). At the time of writing, the document was still in draft and not publicly
available on the ONF website. Only the Functional view had API’s assigned to it: Functional
View, Topology, Flow Control, Policy, Virtual Network Management, Tunnel Management, IP
Path Management, VPN Management, QoS Management, Hierarchical SDN, State Management,
Fault Management, Performance Management
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4.3 Data Centre Trends

The IT usage models in data centers have changed significantly over the last few years. The trend
from end customer owned and locally operated IT infrastructure has changed towards much more
use of IT service offerings. Today, many customers are considering outsourcing their IT infrastruc-
ture. This drives the demand for system architectures which can support a business-driven build
of IT systems from compute, network and storage resources. For Cloud, XaaS, HPC and Big Data
applications, hardware requirements can change quickly. Due to the new IT usage models in the
DC, hardware is not remaining constant over the lifetime of the system any more. Running infras-
tructures as a service at a good performance/cost (CapEx and OpEx) ratio, requires connecting the
application to appropriate compute, networking and storage resources and devices with adequate
performance and capacities at the right time.

The Software-defined data center (SDDC) is a vision for IT infrastructure built to address the
new usage models in the Data Centre. Within this project, WP5 is currently managing one of
these usecases, the ”Vendor Agnostic Data Centre”, ensuring our solution remains relevant for
exploitation. The SDDC extends physical hardware provisioning and virtualization concepts such
as abstraction, pooling and automation as known from servers, to all of the data centers resources
and services to achieve IT as a service (ITaaS). In a software-defined data center all CPU/Memory,
storage, networking, security, etc. resources are virtualized and delivered as a service on demand.

4.3.1 Software Defined Infrastructure Stacks

CloudStack, OpenStack and Network Function Virtualization are representatives of software stacks
which support a Software Defined IT Infrastructure in the data center. Hardware configuration,
software installation, deployment and administration of the IT infrastructure can be driven by
service, operation and business requirements. For example OpenStack is mostly deployed as an
infrastructure as a service (IaaS) solution. The technology consists of a series of interrelated projects
that control pools of processing, storage and networking resources manageable through a web-based
dashboard, command-line tools or RESTful APIs. (http://www.openstack.org) OpenStack provides

Figure 4.7: OpenStack Architecture (source: www.openstack.org/software)

various APIs for baremetal compute, storage and network management.

NFV (Network Function Virtualization): Telecom Service providers are the main supporters of
the industry initiative towards NFV. Main objectives of the initiative are:

• to meet telecom customers need for agile, flexible services, for scale-up/-down of services; to
support services based on software requiring industry-standard server hardware.
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• to accelerate time-to-market and reduce network services deployment times by more dynamic
adaption capability to changing business requirements.

• to reduce OpEx by simplifying deployment and administration of network services through au-
tomation

• to reduce CapEx by using commodity of the shelf (COTS) HW instead of special vendor HW/SW
implementations for network functions and to eliminate infrastructure overprovisioning by sup-
porting pay-as-you-grow deployment models.

NFV offers a new way to design, deploy and manage networking services. It enables the decou-
pling of network functions like network address translation (NAT), firewalling, intrusion detection,
domain name service (DNS), storage services, switching/routing etc. from proprietary IT infras-
tructure appliances. It is designed to consolidate and to deliver networking services based on a fully
virtualized server, storage and network function infrastructure. It utilizes standard IT virtualization
technologies running on standard high-volume compute, switch and storage hardware to provide an
agile basis for executing Virtual Network Functions (VNF). (https://www.opennetworking.org,
https://www.sdncentral.com, http://www.etsi.org)

The requirements to the service providers compute, network and storage HW infrastructure (ca-
pacity / bandwidth / latency) can differ, depending on the service function requirements. Certain
service functions like video services or network switching functions can benefit from specific server
built-in hardware like high performance network controllers, accelerators for encryption and packet
switching/forwarding, new storage tiers like SSDs, Storage Class Memory etc. ETSI and ONF are
working on NFV architecture standards and reference architectures for certain use cases. Stan-
dard management and orchestration interfaces are under definition to enable the business-driven
orchestration and composition of network functions built from HW resource pools.

Figure 4.8: High Level NFV Framework (Source: ETSI.org)
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4.3.2 Management Interfaces of Software Definable Infrastructures (SDI)

Different API’s for storage, compute and network management have been defined or are under
further development for the different software stacks. The DMTF (Distributed Management Task
Force) is very much engaged with the IT industry to create management interface standards for
the software definable Data Centre. (http://www.dmtf.org/sites/default/files/standards/
documents/DSP-IS0501_1.0.1c.pdf)

Group Based Policy (GBP): Driven by the demand for managing highly scalable, agile and
flexible IT infrastructures with multiple, different applications running on them, the open source
community has recently developed management interfaces which enable IT infrastructure built
from intention (policies) definitions. The focus on separating user intent from infrastructure is an

Figure 4.9: Policy Driven IT Infrastructure Configuration (Source: Intel OD Mini Summit 2014)

important new insight into how cloud environments should be run. To drive this forward Group-
Based Policy (GBP) is currently being developed beyond its origins in OpenDaylight to now support
OpenStack by a community of developers from Big Switch Networks, Cisco, HP, IBM, Juniper,
Midokura, Nuage, One Convergence and Red Hat. (http://opennetworkingusergroup.com) IT
Infrastructure in the cloud is mostly shared by multiple applications but the individual applications
have different infrastructure configuration requirements.
The policy-driven infrastructure build approach can separate the user’s intent from the procedures
through which that intent is implemented. Group Based Policy (GBP) can be seen as an evolving
language used for defining the different requirements. While GBP is initially targeted at networking
use cases, its approach can be generalized across storage and compute as well. With the Helium
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release GBP has recently been introduced by OpenDaylight and the OpenStack community wants
to make use of this interface. (https://wiki.openstack.org/wiki/GroupBasedPolicy, https:
//wiki.opendaylight.org/view/Group_Policy:Main) GBP introduces a number of powerful

Figure 4.10: Group Based Policy (GBP) Overview (Source: http://opennetworkingusergroup.com)

abstractions that can be used to model application requirements. The most fundamental of these
abstractions is the notion of Groups. In GBP, a Group represents a set of network endpoints that
have the same policy and should be treated the same way. GBP introduces Policy Rules Sets,
which can be used to connect different Groups without knowledge of infrastructure details, such
as VLANS, tunnel IDs, etc. The GBP model supports a redirect operation that makes it easy
to abstract and consume complex network service chains and graphs. GBP was designed to offer
a new way of capturing user intent and offers a number of important advantages over the way
infrastructure is configured today. First and most importantly, it is simple to use without requiring
deep knowledge of how infrastructure actually works. GBP was designed to make applications faster
to deploy and easier to automate. With GBP, network endpoints can be grouped and abstracted.
Policies can be formulated to define the connectivity relationship between Endpoint Groups. When
policy or infrastructure is going to be changed there is no manual intervention required, automatic
re-orchestration of the network will be carried out. Some companies have started to build tools
which support the management of Group Based Policies via data bases.

4.3.3 Impact of Data Centre trends on NetIDE

With the evolving usage models of IT in the Data Centre, software definable infrastructure stacks
are emerging. Several open source software stacks can be used to make IT infrastructure software
definable. Such software stacks are rapidly evolving. These software stacks include many software
modules which go beyond the controller and which make network management simpler. Today
network management in such stacks is mostly conducted by configuration-tools using interfaces such
as RESTful API’s which are provided by network management entities such as SDN Controller’s.
There is a growing demand to align network management with compute and storage resource
management in Software Definable Datacenter’s. With GBP a new language with tools for network
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orchestration is under development. GBP supports abstract formulation of user intents, separated
from the procedures by which the intent will be implemented.

The NetIDE Consortium shall investigate how NetIDE should evolve to support Software Defined
Infrastructure in the Data Center. Software stacks like OpenStack or those supporting NFV are
typically coming with a rich software framework to develop network management applications in-
cluding specific tools, development environments and network models for application development.
It does not make sense to re-invent such capabilities for the NetIDE framework.

GBP policy is a new language, which appears to offer a promising approach to simplify network
orchestration for heterogeneous software definable IT infrastructures. It will take time for the
NetIDE consortium to investigate the interaction of GBP and NetIDE and the resulting value to
users.

4.4 Brocade Vyatta Controller

NetIDE operates within a wider eco-system of SDN technologies and tools. In order to be success-
ful in the market NetIDE must support, integrate with, and add value to other widely adopted
solutions. In this section we report on Vyatta, Brocades Controller product based on OpenDay-
light. Vyatta is just one example of the new commercial offerings starting to appear based on
OpenDayLight. We have performed this review in order to explore integration of NetIDE results
in commercial products, or at least to have a clear understanding of the limits we have to impose
on ourselves if we want to achieve this at the end. In particular, Vyatta is significant for NetIDE
because:

• Vyatta demonstrates strong commercial commitment to the open source ODL project by an
important network industry player. This adds credence to NetIDEs focus on ODL support.

• Brocade promises complete interoperability between applications developed for Vyatta and any
other ODL based controller. If ODL were to become the industry standard controller of choice
then this would reduce the value of NetIDE as there would be no or little need for compatibility
with other controllers.

• Vyatta exposes a classic support issue with multi-vendor runtime environments (described below).
This may lead customers to prefer fully supported, end to end, single vendor solutions. This
thinking could hamper the acceptance of the NetIDE solution which aims to support multi-
vendor runtimes.

The commercial release of the Brocade Vyatta Controller is immanent at the time of writing
(early December 2014). The following description is based on material from Brocade (http://
www.brocade.com/products/all/software-defined-networking/brocade-vyatta-controller/
index.page)and statements from Brocade in direct dialogue with Fujitsu. The Vyatta Controller
should not be confused with the Vyatta vRouter, a software router Brocade bought a few years ago
and which is not directly related to this SDN controller. Vyatta is just the brand name Brocade
has chosen for their SDN and NFV portfolio.

The Vyatta Controller is the first commercial distribution built directly from OpenDaylight
Helium code, without any proprietary extensions or platform dependencies. This may be taken as
an indication that ODL is about to be accepted by incumbent network vendors as a base for their
commercial SDN controllers (as also seen by Neela Jacques, Executive Director of the OpenDaylight
Project). Therefore it may be expected that ODL will gain growing relevance for NetIDE.

Also noteworthy in this context is that Brocade is emphasizing their commitment to providing
an open networking solution. They claim to be fully committed to Open Daylight and that their
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Figure 4.11: Brocade OpenDaylight Controller

SDN vision heavily relies on ODL. Vyatta is intended to be a stable open source development
platform for organizations and commercial third-party developers, with complete portability to
any OpenDaylight-based controller.

However, although Brocade fully implements the ODL Helium controller core components it does
not (initially) implement the complete range of Helium components and projects. An example is
VTN, the Virtual Tenant Network. On the other hand Brocade will invest in a series of network
applications, on its own and with partners. These applications will be developed and licensed
completely independently of the controller to ensure continuous integrity of the controller and full
application portability. The first two applications will be:

Application developers will retain their full intellectual property rights. Brocade intends Vyatta
to become a platform for the development of a wide range of portable SDN applications.

Brocade strongly positions Vyatta as a commercial-class, vendor-neutral, distribution of Open-
Daylight. In this respect the positioning of Vyatta can be compared to Linux distributions from
RedHat or Suse. The Brocade Vyatta Controller is platform-independent and host OS- and
hypervisor-agnostic. Any networking equipmentphysical or virtualfrom any provider can be op-
erated within the controller domain as long as it is compatible with any of the standard Open-
Daylight southbound interfaces (SBIs) or has an OpenDaylight plug-in. However, it must be noted
that Brocade can only offer end to end support for its own switching equipment.

Brocade sees OpenDaylight as a connecting technology between traditional network element
management and IT infrastructure orchestration as offered by OpenStack or CloudStack. We
expect that Brocade will continue to develop the value proposition of OpenDaylight/Vyatta in
comparison to the mechanisms currently available in interfaces such as OpenStack Neutron.

We consider the commitment by Brocade to OpenDaylight to be very significant. Brocade is
making a strategic investment in a technology to which its largest competitor has made a major
contribution. This speaks for Brocades confidence that OpenDaylight can become a networking
platform with wide industry and customer acceptance. However, it should be noted that while
Brocade will support their own SDN applications, the Controller and Brocade switches, end to end
support will not be available for 3rd party software or hardware.
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